TEST REPORT

NUMBER : DELC18018278

DATE : 21-AUG-2018

APPLICANT: COM CORE CONNEXIONS PVT. LTD.
UJJNI PEGASUS,#1557, 2ND FLOOR, B WING,,
8TH CROSS, CHANDRA LAYOUT, KARNATAKA,
560040, INDIA

ATTN: SUNIL KUMAR

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION : THE SUBMITTED SAMPLE SAID TO BE FIBER OPTIC OUTDOOR CABLES.

TESTED COMPONENTS:
[1] STEEL WIRE STRENGTH MEMBER
[2] CORRUGATED STEEL TAPE
[3] OUTER JACKET WHITE
[4] WATER BLOCKING TAPE
[5] FIBER INNER GLASS
[6] BLACK SHEETH

COLOUR : NOT PROVIDED
BASE MATERIAL/ RAW MATERIAL : --
RAW MATERIAL SUPPLIER : --
GRADE : --
ARTICLE NO./PART NO : 3C-WWXXX-YY-ZZ
BUYER'S NAME : --
MANUFACTURER'S NAME : --
SAMPLE RECEIVED : 14-AUG-2018

****************************************************************************************************************************
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